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Abstract

In this work, we expand the discussion of bias in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) through a large-scale audit. Using a large and global data set of speech, we perform an audit of some of the most popular English ASR services. We show that, even when controlling for multiple linguistic covariates, ASR service performance has a statistically significant relationship to the political alignment of the speaker’s birth country with respect to the United States’ geopolitical power.

Materials and Methods

We evaluate three top cloud-based ASR services, defined in terms of evaluation performance in Koenecke et al. (Koenecke et al. 2020): Microsoft, Amazon, and Google.

Speech Accent Archive

Our recordings come from The Speech Accent Archive, a collection of recordings of speakers born across the world and with different first languages all reading the same text. This passage was crafted by linguists to include many of the sounds and most of the consonants, vowels, and clusters that are common to English (Weinberger 2015).

Speaker Information Collected

The information on speakers collected at the time of recording includes their age, sex, country of birth, first language, age of onset of English speaking, and whether the speaker’s English learning environment was academic or naturalistic. Age of onset is particularly useful, as it has been shown to be correlated with perceived accent (Flege, Munro, and MacKay 1995; Moyer 2007; Dollmann, Kogan, and Weißmann 2019). This speaker-level information is integrated into the regression discussed in the Results.

Data Description

Our data set includes 2,713 speakers with an average age of 32.6 years, and an average age of onset of English speaking of 8.9. Our speakers represent 212 first languages across 171 birth countries. The top first languages represented in the data by number of speakers were English (620), Spanish (212), Arabic (164), Mandarin (128), Korean (94), Russian (79), French (74), Portuguese (62), Dutch (51), and German (40).
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Results

Group-Level Analysis

In Figure 1, we compare Word Information Lost (WIL) across ASR services grouped by whether a speaker’s first language was English. Lower WIL means the ASR service is more accurate. All services performed significantly better ($P < 0.001$) for speakers whose first language was English. On average across all services, WIL was 0.14 lower for first language English speakers. By service, the disparities followed overall performance, with differences of 0.17, 0.14, and 0.10 for Google, Amazon, and Microsoft, respectively.

In Figure 2, we highlight mean ASR service performance for the ten first languages for which we have the most data. The order of performance found in Figure 1 is maintained.
across services — across all ten first languages, Microsoft performs the best, followed by Amazon, and then by Google. We find that all the ASR services perform best for those whose first language is English, followed by Dutch and German. The worst performance is on speakers whose first language is Mandarin, Spanish, or Russian.

**Speaker-Level Regression**

Motivated by the previous results, we construct a linear regression to understand what factors have a significant effect on the performance of ASR services. We want to know if ASR performance is correlated with how the speaker is perceived from a lens of United States global political power. As a broad single measure for this political power, we encode if the speaker’s birth country is a part of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) as of January 2022. This avoids encoding each country as a separate regression variable (of which there are 171), and avoids having to develop a measure of United States political power in each country.

Specifically, we include about each speaker in our analysis:

- Age and age of onset of English speaking;
- Sex;
- English learning environment;
- If their first language is Germanic, as a measure of first language similarity to English;
- If their birth country is in NATO.

We create a nested covariate for English and the United States in the Germanic first language and birth country in NATO covariates, respectively.

**Regression Results** We find multiple covariates that have a significant effect across all three services:

1. WIL significantly increases with a later age of onset of English speaking. As described in the Materials and Methods, age of onset is correlated with perceived accent.
2. Speakers who learned English in a naturalistic environment have a significantly lower WIL over speakers who learned in an academic one.
3. WIL significantly decreases with speaking a Germanic first language, having controlled for the effect on WIL of English as a first language.
4. Finally, being born in a country that is a part of NATO is associated with a significantly lower WIL, having controlled for the effect of being born in the United States.

The final result suggests that a person’s birth in a country proximate to the United States’ geopolitical power is related to the performance of ASR on their speech, even controlling for the other covariates. This holds for all services tested.

**Discussion**

For reasons argued in the Materials and Methods, we use the “United States English” setting of the ASR services tested. However, for the service which demonstrated the greatest performance disparity, Google, we evaluate the performance when we take the most accurate recording from all available English transcription settings. The performance is shown in Figure 1 under “Google All Settings”. We note that, while performance improves for both first language and non-first language English speakers under this method, a significant disparity in WIL still exists (0.14), and that the same significant covariates discussed in earlier regression analysis remain significant. This suggests that current efforts to offer different global transcription options do not reduce performance disparities as we might expect.

English is a language spoken around the world with many variations, in part due to colonization and globalization, and no speaker can claim to speak English without an accent. These results indicate that major ASR providers provide better service to those born in nations aligned with US political power.
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